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Welcome to Frankenstein’s Dundee! This is a Monster Mash combining stories 
from two previous comics, Frankenstein Begins (2015) and Frankenstein 
Returns (2018). These were produced in conjunction with the Being Human 
festival, a national celebration of the Arts and Humanities. The stories were 
written by myself, and co-created by artists nightmarish Norrie Millar and 
eerie Elliot Balson. Colours were provided by Ashling Larkin and Rebecca 
Horner,  lettering by Damon Herd, design by Phillip Vaughan, and Rebecca 
and Catriona Laird pulled all these stories together at the production stage, 
like mad scientists assembling a frightful creature!
The starting point for these tall tales is Mary Shelley herself. The author of Frankenstein (1818) 
revealed in the preface to the 1831 edition of her most famous novel that Dundee, where she 
spent some time as a teenager, inspired her imagination. She drew on her experiences in Dundee 
when writing Frankenstein, and we have grabbed hold of that idea and squeezed it with our greedy, 

















a lovely day? 
The water looks 
so... lovely. 
The castle… 
was it ever 
besieged? 
Oh yes! 
I know how 
it feels… I don’t 
think I could bear 
to be here without 
you, Isabel.
Oh Mary, 
I am glad you 









must have seen 
some far off 
places. 
I suppose...
They go far north, 
and south. They spend 
months surrounded by 
ice sometimes. 
I should 
like to pass some time 
that way. Could you imagine? 
The peace... What stories I would 
concoct. One might even go 
 A little mad! 
But you 
are the sanest 
person I’ve ever met! 
What bad luck! 
Oh, it’s starting 
to rain!
And I thought 
this was supposed to 
be the sunniest city 
in Scotland?
I think 
you’d like to 
be a little bit 
mad, Mary. It 




I killed my mother when I came into this world. 
He could cope when I was a child, a blank slate 
that he could write his hopes and dreams on,
but when I became my own person he did not 
want the responsibility. 

And where 
shall we go 
today?
 where 







father sent you 
to us so you could 
have an education 
in life. 
He is afraid of 
the education in death 






back for supper 
father!
Monsters 
prowl these woods and 
hills. Have you heard the 
story of the Baldragon? 
And witches! We burn 
witches!
Monsters 
do prowl these 
woods...
I’m afraid 
you have become 
introverted Mary. 
Why did you say that 
to my father?
Death has 
stalked me all 
my life. I fear it 
always will...
oh, do stop. 
We shall have 
great adventures. 
This is our eyry of 
freedom!
Say it! 























I write will 
be for you.
I would so 
dearly like to 
be a heroine of 
a romance. Then 




have become as a 
daughter to me. You are 
always welcome here 




It is 1816, the year without Summer, as the ash from 
a volcanic eruption casts a pall over the continent. 
Mary has eloped with poet Percy Shelley, a radical, as well as a 
married man. Their first child lies in its grave, and others will 
follow. It is a time marked by death, as Mary’s half-sister, Fanny 
Imlay, and Percy’s first wife, Harriet, both commit suicide. 
Mary and Percy, along with Mary’s stepsister Claire, wind their 
way through the countryside of France, recently ravaged by war, 
and through Switzerland to the Villa Diodati, a manor close to 
Lake Geneva, to meet their friend, the scandalous Lord Byron, 
the father of Claire’s unborn child. 
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On the way Mary, Percy and Claire are 
rumoured to have passed the gloomy ruin 
of Castle Frankenstein, once the home of 
alchemist Johann Conrad Dippel, who had 
studied anatomy, and may have exhumed 
dead bodies for this purpose…
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We will 











“You will rejoice to hear that no 
disaster has accompanied the 
commencement of an enterprise 
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